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ABSTRACT
We present performance improvements on parallel hydrology
algorithms in TauDEM suite that allowed us to process the
10m USGS 3DEP topographic dataset (667GB, 180 billion
raster cells) by adopting a block-wise data decomposition
feature and maximazing the disk parallelism.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Digital elevation model (DEM) is widely used digital
model to store elevations of a terrain. TauDEM (Terrain
Analysis Using Digital Elevation Models) is a suite of DEM
tools for high performance extraction and analysis of hydrologic information. Computer programs in TauDEM take
advantage of parallel processing using the message passing
interface (MPI). TauDEM is broadly used by hydrologists
in desktop and cluster computing environments through direct software downloads, community software deployed on
XSEDE, as well as cyberinfrastructure-based online services (e.g. TauDEM services integrated in Open Topography (http://opentopography.org) and CyberGIS gateway
(http://sandbox.cigi.illinois.edu)). Accelerating TauDEM
performance has been the focus of an XSEDE Extended Collaborative Support Services (ECSS) effort since 2013 [1].
This paper shares our experience in scaling TauDEM’s
communication and IO module to large DEMs such as the
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10m USGS 3DEP topographic dataset (667GB, 180 billion
raster cells) for the conterminous U.S. Removing depressions
(pits) of a digital elevation model (DEM) is an essential step
(referred to as pitremove) in many geoscience workflows [2].
We found that this TauDEM function was unable to fill the
depressions of the entire 10m 3DEP DEM in 2 days using
4,096 processor cores on Stampede supercomputer. TauDEM only supports row-wise data decomposition of input
DEM data without considering the 2D sizes of the input data
domain. In TauDEM’s current communication module, edge
data are exchanged between adjacent vertical neighbors, as a
result of using row-wise data decomposition. When the number of processes is large, such data decomposition results in
thin and long stripes of data, distributed across processes,
which leads to two issues. First, these long data stripes lead
to significantly large message size for exchanging boundary
data values in inter-process communication. Second, most of
TauDEM algorithms are interative and the number of iterations requiring inter-process communications highly depends
on how data is decomposed across processes. In pitremove
function, for example, the algorithm needs to communicate
if cells in a pit are located on more than one process. If
the raster data on each process is thinner vertically and
longer horizontally, it is more likely that cells in a pit are distributed on multiple processes. As a result, more interations
need inter-process communications which are implemented
as collective MPI calls in TauDEM. Therefore, the row-wise
decomposition in current TauDEM exhibits poor data locality for pitremove and results in high communication cost.
Third, TauDEM creates a single GeoTIFF file using GDAL
IO routines where each MPI process writes its own partition to the same file in order by its rank number. Such an
approach exhibited poor performance in writing big raster
files because only one process performs writing operation at
a time. We addressed these issues by providing a block-wise
data decomposition feature and an embarassingly parallel
IO module for each process to write its own output raster
through the virtual raster concept. After the proposed improvements, TauDEM pitremove successfully filled the depressions of the entire 3DEP DEM within 2 hours using 400
processors on ROGER supercomputer.
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ACCELERATION

We implemented block-wise data decomposition to overcome the issues of row-wise data decomposition in TauDEM.
Each processor is assigned to a distinct 2D block instead of
a row of data. The block-wise decomposition fits well with
how geographically pits are distributed on earth and, thus, is
able to improve pit data locality on each process. We defined
a Cartesian topology where each processor is identified by
a unique 2D cartesian coordinate and is responsible of processing a distinct block of data. Block-wise data decomposition, however, changes the current TauDEM communication
pattern that we used non-blocking MPI routines. With rowwise decomposition, a process communicates with at most
two neighbors. With block-wise decomposition, one process
can communicate with up to 8 processes. Figure 1 illustrates
the communication patterns in row-wise and block-wise data
decomposition strategies, respectively.
VRT is a the virtual raster format that enables composition of a virtual raster dataset of multiple files in which each
data file is stored separately on disk. Metadata information
is stored as an XML VRT index file. The current version
of TauDEM writes results into a single file leading to low
disk throughput. We adopted the VRT model for writing
TauDEM output to maximize the disk parallelism. Each
processor writes its own result data to a single GeoTIFF file
using GDAL IO routines to take advantage of fast parallel writing capabilities of the file system. Then, the master
node writes the XML-formatted VRT index file.
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Figure 1: Data Decomposition Approaches; arrows shows
communication between processors. (a) Row-wise data decomposition (b) Block-wise data decomposition
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EVALUATION

We implemented the block-wise decomposition and VRT
output option in TauDEM without the need to change the
algorithm of each TauDEM function, attributed to the modular software architecture of TauDEM. Although the use of
non-blocking communication may change the order of message arrival, the implementation handles it correctly. Thorough tests against the TauDEM Test Suite data and results
verified the correctness of our implementation.
We conducted performance evaluation experiments on the
Tennessee DEM of size approximately 11 GB to measure the
effectiveness of the implemented improvements on TauDEM
pitremove program on the Stampede supercomputer. Table
1 shows the experimental results used to compare the performance between the previous version and the new version
with the improvements. TauDEM pitremove iteratively fills
the depressions so computation time is somewhat dependent
on the topography and distribution of pits over the DEM.
Experiments show that when less than 128 processors are

Table 1: Compute times, I/O write times and number of
iterations of TauDEM pitremove program using 32, 64, 128
and 256 processors for the previous version (prev.) and the
version with improvements (impr.); times in seconds
utilized, pitremove with row-wise data decomposition takes
less computation time. One reason of that might be that
there are fewer communication interactions with neighboring processors in the previous version, however the improved
version starts outperforming the previous version with more
processors, demonstrating better scalability in the computations. We obtained significant performance gains in writing results to disk using the VRT approach that we implemented. The test on the entire 10m 3DEP DEM fills pits
on a 637,212 (columns) x 280,812 (rows) input raster. In
116-minute running time, computation of the pit filling part
is completed within 114 minutes, and reading and writing
of entire DEM (IO) are completed within 38 seconds and
71 seconds, respectively using 400 processors on ROGER
supercomputer.

4. CONCLUSION
We have improved the computational scalability of TauDEM to a new level that is capable of handling the entire
3DEP DEM at 10m resolution for the conterminous U.S.
in our pitremove evaluation. We are working with TauDEM
team to verify similar scalability results in all TauDEM functions. The capability of handling the entire 10m 3DEP DEM
in pitremove opens the door to new hydrological studies at
national scale. A new TauDEM version will be released soon
to provide the new capability to community users.
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